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                    Abstract
Internodons are a formalization of Hennig’s concept of species. We present an alternative construction of internodons imposing a tree structure on the genealogical network. We prove that the segments (trivial unary trees) from this tree structure are precisely the internodons. We obtain the following spin-offs. First, the generated tree turns out to be an organismal tree of life. Second, this organismal tree is homeomorphic to the phylogenetic Hennigian species tree of life, implying the discovery of a multi-level tree of life: this phylogenetic tree can be obtained by zooming out from the organismal tree, or conversely, the organismal tree of life can be generated by expanding the phylogenetic nodes into unary trees. Finally, the definition of the organismal tree allows an efficient algorithmic transformation of a given genealogical network into its corresponding phylogenetic species tree of life. The latter will be presented in a separate paper.
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	“If, therefore, the relationships between the elements of a hierarchy are represented by unidirectional arrows, then according to Woodger’s definition: (1) The point of one, and only one, arrow can lie in each element of the hierarchy, whereas several arrows may arise from it. (2) There is one, and only one, element from which arrows emanate but to which no arrows lead. Woodger and Gregg call this element the “beginner”. (3) All elements to which an arrow leads, and which therefore lie at an arrow tip, are connected with the beginner by an arrow or a sequence of arrows.” Hennig (1966: p. 17)


	This practice fits into ‘stem-based tree’ terminology, not to be confused with ‘node-based tree’ terminology where the nodes represent the species. See Martin et al. (2010) and Podani (2013) for discussion of mixing node- and stem-based terminology. Confusion about the nodal part of the name could be avoided by calling it the ‘intersplittal species concept.’


	In hindsight perhaps better named “intersplittons.”


	That is, information pertaining to the parenthood relation between organisms (as defined by the genealogical network).


	It would be more appropriate, but less natural, to speak of birthmoments rather than birthdates. We impose the constraint that no two members of the population have the same birthdate: a constraint that makes more sense the finer we divide time. Formally, the role birthdates play is to extend the partial order of ancestorhood into a total order, and for this purpose, we need not worry about the precise details of what exactly defines an organism’s exact moment of birth.


	If, in clause 1 of this definition, we would have stipulated birthdates to be natural numbers instead of reals, then downward finiteness would follow immediately from uniqueness of birthdates. In the sequel of this paper, it will transpire that birthdates are needed only insofar as they impose a topological order on the graph, and natural numbers are sufficient for this purpose. However, we chose to stick to defining birthdates as real numbers because this is closer to the day-to-day meaning of this notion.


	Here, \(\frown \) denotes concatenation and \(\rho ^{{\mathrm {reverse}}}\) stands for the path \(\rho \) travelled in the opposite direction. More formally, if \(\rho =a_1,\ldots ,a_n\) denotes an undirected path (where the \(a_i\) are nodes), then \(\rho ^{{\mathrm {reverse}}}\) is the path \(a_n,\ldots ,a_1\).


	See Velasco (2008) for more discussion on the problem of short-lived internodons.


	Since \(p_i\) and \(p_{i+1}\) are consecutive vertices on an undirected path in \(G\), they are adjacent in \(G\). So if \(p_i\) is not a parent of \(p_{i+1}\), then \(p_i\) must be a child of \(p_{i+1}\).


	Thus, for any two SD vertices \(x,y\), if \(x\) is an undirparent of \(y\), then there is an arc from \(x\) to \(y\) in \(G'_{\mathbf {SD}}\).


	Note that a non-final vertex in a segment of \(G'_{\mathbf {SD}}\) may have outdegree \(>1\) in \(G'\), but must have exactly one SD undirchild.


	Note that \(y\in I\) implies that \(y\) is SD, which implication is also true if \(x{\mathbf {INTSD}}y\). Thus, the Proposition would not change if we wrote “for any SD organism \(y\).”
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